Abstract
Introduction
Wos in 1988 proposed 33 basic research problems in automated reasoning [27, 28] . The 31st one is the problem of automated theorem finding (ATF for short): "What properties can be identified to permit an automated reasoning program to find new and interesting theorems, as opposed to proving conjectured theorems?"
The ATF problem is still completely open until now. The most important and difficult requirement of the problem is that, in contrast to proving conjectured theorems supplied by the user, it asks properties and/or criteria such that an automated reasoning program can use them to find some theorems in a field that must be evaluated by theorists of the field as new and interesting theorems. The significance of solving the problem is obvious because an automated reasoning program satisfying the requirement can provide great assistance for scientists in various fields.
Note that the ATF problem requires general properties and/or criteria that an automated reasoning program should be obedient to, but not some concrete theorems in a special field. Therefore, any of those automated reasoning programs [12, 20, 23, 29] to discover or prove some concrete theorems in a special field by heuristic search has nothing to do with the ATF problem. The ATF problem also requires that an automated reasoning program can use the properties and/or criteria to find "new and interesting" theorems, but not those known or trivial ones. Finally, from the description of the ATF problem, we can see that it explicitly requires properties and/or criteria of an individual automated reasoning program.
Any scientific discovery was not completely based on only one scientist's wisdom and experiences but must have achieved as a result of endeavors by many scientists. On the other hand, the concept of grid in Grid Computing discipline is defined as the controlled and coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations [13] [14] [15] [16] . The Grid Computing technologies and/or activities involve networking services, connections, and communication of an unlimited number of resources within a virtual organization, and therefore, the Grid Computing has been refereed as the world's largest computer [13] [14] [15] [16] .
This paper considers a revised edition of the ATF problem: "What properties can be identified to permit a crowd of automated reasoning programs to find new and interesting theorems, as opposed to proving conjectured theorems?" We propose a novel research direction: to build the Theory Grid as cooperatively shared formal theories within a virtual organization, and then to implement Grid Theorists as the wisdom of crowds working based on the Theory Grid such that the grid theorists have the ability to find new theorems and propose new questions semi-automatically [10] .
Our conjecture to motivate this new research direction is that maybe a crowd of automated reasoning programs can more easily find new and interesting theorems than an individual automated reasoning program.
This new research direction is also motivated by our practices in a research to solve the original ATF problem where we found that automated theorem finding by forward deduction needs huge computing power and resources. Today, only the Grid Computing can provide such huge computing power and resources.
The Theory Grid and Grid Theorists
The Theory Grid is a formal theory infrastructure that coordinates various formal theories (represented by and based on various formal logic systems) in a distributed way using standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces to meet demands of its application programs for theorem discovery and/or question proposition [10] .
The concept of Theory Grid differs from the concepts of Computational Grid and Data Grid in that the Theory Grid concerns coordinated formal theory sharing for theorem discovering and/or question proposing. From the viewpoint of architecture, the Theory Grid should be built on the top of a computational and/or data grid environment. Therefore, if an intrinsic function of a grid computing environment is to provide its users with standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces for computational power and data sharing, then a similar intrinsic function of the Theory Grid is to provide its users with standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces for formal theory sharing.
In general, a formal logic system L consists of a formal language, called the object language and denoted by F(L), which is the set of all well-formed formulas of L, and a logical consequence relation, denoted by meta-linguistic symbol |− L , such that for P ⊆ F(L) and c ∈ F(L), P |− L c means that within the framework of L, c is a valid conclusion of premises P, or given P as premises, c as a valid conclusion follows from P. For a formal logic system (F(L), |− L ), a logical theorem t is a formula of L such that φ |− L t where φ is the empty set. We use Th(L) to denote the set of all logical theorems of L. Th(L) is completely determined by the logical consequence relation |− L . According to the representation of the logical consequence relation of a logic, the logic can be represented as a Hilbert style formal system, a Gentzen natural deduction system, a Gentzen sequent calculus system, or other type of formal system. A formal logic system L is said to be explosive if and only if {A, ¬A} |− L B for any two different formulas A and B; L is said to be paraconsistent if and only if it is not explosive.
Let (F(L), |− L ) be a formal logic system and P ⊆ F(L) be a non-empty set of sentences (i.e. closed wellformed formulas). A formal theory with premises P based on L, called a L-theory with premises P and denoted by T L (P), is defined as
, and Th L e (P) = df {et | P |− L et and et ∉ Th(L)} where Th(L) and Th L e (P) are called the logical part and the empirical part of the formal theory, respectively, and any element of Th L e (P) is called an empirical theorem of the formal theory. A formal theory T L (P) is said to be directly inconsistent if and only if there exists a formula A of L such that both A ∈ P and ¬A ∈ P hold. A formal theory T L (P) is said to be indirectly inconsistent if and only if it is not directly inconsistent but there exists a formula A of L such that both A ∈ T L (P) and ¬A ∈ T L (P). A formal theory T L (P) is said to be consistent if and only if it is neither directly inconsistent nor indirectly inconsistent. A formal theory T L (P) is said to be explosive if and only if A ∈ T L (P) for arbitrary formula A of L; T L (P) is said to be paraconsistent if and only if it is not explosive. An explosive formal theory is not useful at all. Therefore, any meaningful formal theory should be paraconsistent. Note that if a formal logic system L is explosive, then any directly or indirectly inconsistent L-theory T L (P) must be explosive.
To build the Theory Grid in a grid computing environment, it is necessary to generate and distribute various formal theories over the grid computing environment. From the viewpoint of relationships among various formal theories, the Theory Grid can be modeled as a semi-lattice such that its different elements represent different formal theories respectively, its partial order among elements represents the inclusion relation between two formal theories, and its minimum element represents a formal theory of the axiomatic set theory. There may be various types of the inclusion relation between two formal theories. For examples, a formal theory T L (P) may be a subset of another formal theory T L (P') if P ⊂ P'; a formal theory T L (P) may be a subset of another formal theory
where k denotes the degree of conditional (see below).
Since a formal theory T L (P) is generally an infinite set of formulas, even though premises P are finite, we have to find some method in automated theorem finding to limit the range of candidates for "new theorems" to a finite set of formulas. The strategy we adopted is to sacrifice the completeness to get the finite set of candidates. This is based on Cheng's conjecture that almost all "new and interesting theorems" of a formal theory can be deduced from the premises of that theory by finite inference steps concerned with finite number of low degree entailments [7, 8] .
For a formal logic system where the notion of conditional is represented by a primitive connective, say '⇒', a formula is called a zero degree formula if and only if there is no occurrence of ⇒ in it; a formula of the form A⇒B or Q(A⇒B) where Q is the quantifier prefix of A⇒B is called a first degree conditional if and only if both A and B are zero degree formulas; a formula A is called a first degree formula if and only if it satisfies any one of the following conditions: (1) A is a first degree conditional, (2) A is in the form +B where + is a one-place connective such as negation and so on, and B is a first degree formula, (3) A is in the form B*C where * is a non-implicational two-place connective such as conjunction or disjunction and so on such that both of B and C is first degree formulas, or one of B and C is a first degree formula and another is a zero degree formula, and (4) Let (F(L), |− L ) be a formal logic system and k be a natural number. The k th degree fragment of L, denoted by Th k (L), is a set of logical theorems of L which is inductively defined as follows: (1) if A is a j 
(P ≠ φ), and k and j be two natural numbers. A formula A is said to be j th -degree-deducible from P based on Th k (L) if and only if there is an finite sequence of formulas f 1 , ..., f n such that f n = A and for th -degree-deductive can be used as a metric to measure the difficulty of deducing an empirical theorem from given premises P based on logic L. The difficulty is relative to the complexity of problem being investigated as well as the strength of underlying logic L.
Conceptually, a Grid Theorist is a crowd of (an unlimited number of) automated reasoning programs working together on the Theory Grid in order to discover new and interesting theorems and/or propose new and interesting questions in a special field. A successful grid theorist should have the ability to discover new and interesting theorems and/or propose new and interesting questions by a systematic way that can be learnt by other grid theorists [10] . Thus, the fundamental questions we have to answer are: Can we implement such a successful grid theorist? How can we implement a successful grid theorist?
3. An Architecture Figure 1 shows an architecture we designed for the Theory Grid and grid theorists for automated theorem finding and automated question proposing. The Theory Grid computing environment consists of two groups: the server group that includes a number of databases (knowledge-bases) and functional components to implement the Theory Grid, and the client group that includes an unlimited number of clients to behave grid theorists working on the Theory Grid. All databases (knowledge-bases), functional components, and clients are distributed over the Internet. The databases (knowledge-bases) of the server group are as follows: Project Database (PDB): The database managing information about the current project of automated theorem finding, e.g., a fragment of underlying logic system, inference rules, nest degrees of logic connectives, and so on, which is specified by an organization of automated theorem finding.
Although in Figure 1 we show only one for each type of the above databases, there may be a number of databases of each type in a large-scale grid computing environment to implement the Theory Grid.
The functional components of the server group are as follows:
Client Register (CR): A client register CR registers clients such that it gets setting information, a fragment of the underlying logic system and inference rules from the Project Database PDB, sends a client reasoning program, its setting information, the fragment of the underlying logic system and the inference rules to a client, and sends information about registered clients to the Client Information Database CIDB. There may be a number of client registers.
Reasoning Task Generator (RTG): A reasoning task generator RTG generates reasoning tasks continuously and passes the tasks into Task Database TDB. A reasoning task is defined by premises, inference rules, and nest degrees of logic connectives. There may be a number of reasoning task generators.
Duplication Check Task Generator (DCTG): A duplication check task generator DCTG generates duplication check tasks continuously and passes the tasks into Task Database TDB. A duplication check task is defined by an empirical theorem (or schema) and a set of intermediate theorems. There may be a number of duplication check task generators.
Theorem Analysis Task Generator (TATG): A theorem analysis task generator TATG generates theorem analysis tasks continuously and passes the tasks into Task Database TDB. A theorem analysis task is defined by a previously known theorem or a previously known open problem and a set of deduced theorems. There may be a number of theorem analysis task generators.
Task Manager (TM): A task manager TM manages reasoning tasks, duplication check tasks, and theorem analysis tasks such that it takes tasks form TDB, certifies clients, assigns tasks to a client, receives results of tasks from a client, and sends the results to TDB. There may be a number of task managers.
A client is basically a "worker" with a generalpurpose reasoning engine and a general-purpose pattern matching checker. An authenticated client may perform any of three types of tasks, i.e., reasoning tasks, duplication check tasks, and theorem analysis tasks. For a reasoning task, it receives the reasoning task from a task manager, reasons about empirical theorems of the target formal theory with the specified fragment of the underlying logic system, inference rules, and premises, and sends the deduced empirical theorems to the task manager. For a duplication check tasks, it receives the duplication check task from a task manager, checks whether the intermediate theorems are duplicated against previously deduced empirical theorems or not, and sends the check results to the task manager. For a theorem analysis task, it receives the theorem analysis task from a task manager, checks whether one of the deduced theorems is a previously known theorem (in this case, the theorem is rediscovered) or a previously known open problem (in this case, the problem is resolved) or not, and sends the analysis results to the task manager. The number of clients is not limited.
Note that the above all databases (knowledge-bases) may depend on the target formal theory representing the target area of automated theorem finding and automated question proposing, while the above all functional components are independent of any formal theory. While Figure 1 shows a general architecture of the Theory Grid and grid theorists for automated theorem finding and automated question proposing in any formal theory. On the other hand, to build the Theory Grid as worldwide cooperatively shared formal theories within a large-scale virtual organization, we have to prepare different formal theories and databases (knowledge-bases) for different disciplines at first, then define and maintain the partial order among the formal theories we mentioned in Section 2, and finally organize various formal theories as the whole of the Theory Grid.
Based on the Theory Grid computing environment presented above, the grid computing approach to automated theorem finding and automated question proposing may consist of the following steps:
(1) The principal investigator (or the principal group of investigators) decides the underlying logic system at first, then prepares the various fragments of the underlying logic system, prepare various fragments of the target formal theory based on the underlying logic system, prepares databases (knowledge-bases) LSDB, FTDB, and OPDB, defines the current project, prepares databases PDB, and finally sends call for participation to the world.
(2) Any individual or organization want to contribute to the project submits registration data of computer(s) to a client register anytime anywhere and then gets all necessary setting information, the programs of a general-purpose reasoning engine and a general-purpose pattern matching checker, the fragment of the underlying logic system, and the inference rules to work as a client or clients.
(3) Task generators, task managers, and clients work cooperatively to deduce empirical theorems by forward deduction or generate questions by induction and abduction, and present candidates of new empirical theorems and new questions to the principal investigator (or the principal group of investigators).
(4) For those candidates of new empirical theorems and new questions, the principal investigator (or the principal group of investigators) evaluates their significance and/or interestingness.
Scientific Challenges
To implement the Theory Grid and grid theorists, and ultimately find new theorems and propose new questions semi-automatically, there are many scientific challenges and technical issues we have to solve.
A scientific and theoretical fundamental problem, which is intrinsically important to automated theorem finding and automated question proposing, is to adapt what logic system as the fundamental logic system to underlie representing and reasoning about formal theories [6] [7] [8] 10] . Because classical mathematical logic and its various classical conservatives extensions adopt the classical account of validity (i.e., an argument is valid if and only if it is impossible for all its premises to be true while its conclusion is false) as the logical validity criterion, and do not take the relevance between the premises and conclusion of an argument into account, they accept a lot of implicational paradoxes (i.e., those implicational formulas whose antecedents are not relevant to consequents at all) as their logical theorems [2, 3] . As a result, classical mathematical logic and its various classical conservatives extensions are explosive and a reasoning based on any of them is not necessarily relevant, i.e., the conclusion of the reasoning may be not relevant to its premises at all. Although the traditional relevant logics have rejected the implicational paradoxes, their logical axioms or theorems still include a lot of conjunctionimplicational paradoxes and disjunction-implicational paradoxes, and have the problem similar to that of classical mathematical logic [7] [8] [9] 11] . Therefore, we can say that at present the only hopeful way for automated theorem finding and automated question proposing is to adopt the family of strong relevant logics, which require the strong relevance between the premises and conclusion of a valid argument, as the fundamental logic system to underlie representing and reasoning about formal theories. However, the strong relevant logics themselves have some open problems and there are many challenges for us to apply the strong relevant logics and their various extensions to representing and reasoning about various formal theories.
An intrinsic difference between automated theorem finding and automated theorem proving is that once a theorem is founded by automated theorem finding programs, there has been a proof of that theorem, i.e., the trace of finding the theorem from its premises. However, this is true only if we can certainly get a correct trace of an automated theorem finding process. For automated theorem finding in a single formal theory, it is not so difficult to record and backtrack such a trace, while for automated theorem finding concerning a group of formal theories, it is very important to correctly define and maintain the partial order among the formal theories we mentioned in Section 2.
In this paper, we only claim "to find new theorems and propose new questions semi-automatically" rather than "to find new and interesting theorems and propose new and interesting questions automatically." This is because it is very difficult, if not impossible, to establish a general criterion to evaluate the interest of a theorem and/or question to scientists. What we can do at present is to let grid theorists provide scientists with candidates for new and interesting theorems and/or questions and remain the final evaluation for scientists to decide.
Concluding Remarks
The most primitive idea to find a systematic methodology of scientific discovery appeared in Aristole's Posterior Analytics [1] . The modern works on systematic methodology of scientific discovery started at least from Popper's work [22] . Historically, scientific discovery methodology is the most important subject studied in history of science and philosophy of science [17, 18, 21, 22, 26] , and just recently, it became the research subject of some cognitive scientists and computer scientists who believe that the process of a scientific discovery can be described and modeled in a normal way and therefore it can be simulated by computer programs automatically [19, 24, 25 ].
Wos's ATF problem can be regarded as an attempt to find a systematic methodology in automated reasoning area. From the 1970s, there have been some works on mathematical theorem discovery and proof [12, 20, 23, 29] . But, as we have mentioned in Section 1, these works have nothing to do with the ATF problem.
A computational grid with distributed storage systems and execution platforms intends to provide users a powerful computing environment for largescale computational tasks [13] [14] [15] [16] . A data grid, usually constructed based on a computational grid, intends to provide users a global infrastructure for cooperative sharing of information in distributed data resources [13] [14] [15] [16] . A knowledge-based grid intends to provide users a high-level, abstract reference architecture for knowledge discovery and data mining on data grids [4] [5] [6] 30] . While the Theory Grid proposed in this paper intends to provide scientists a global, computational infrastructure for scientific discovery cooperatively performed on formal theories.
The position of this paper in Computer Science is to show a novel research direction to find a systematic methodology for automated theorem finding and automated question proposing using the wisdom of crowds coordinately shared by grid computing technologies. We will discuss technical issues in the Theory Grid and grid theorists in other papers.
